A daily tour in Gromilice resort

Organized by: Restaurant-Motel "California"

The duration of the arrangement: One-day program

Brief description: through one day at a relaxed, recreational, healthy and fun way, tourists
have a chance to meet local landscape, customs, culture, tradition and gastronomy of Žepče
area. Package includes a trip to the resort "Gromilice" by hiking through the picturesque
countryside village Lug – Brankovici and meeting with local traditions, local ways of life, walking
through the countryside and through the forests, near the natural sources of drinking water.
Upon request of tourists, it is possible to arrange a drive to the center instead of hiking. The
main destination is the sports and recereation resort "Gromilice" located in the village
Radunice, where guests have at their disposal different sports courts, a pond for fishing, hiking
paths and ethno collection of traditional items of local heritage.

Package includes lunch prepared of authentic dishes in the nature.

For foreign tourists the package may include accommodation in the restaurant - motel
"California." The program can be complemented by demand with the performances of local
folklore-cultural organizations that perform local traditional folk songs and dances.

Schedule:
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7:00 to 8:00 - Breakfast at the "California"

8:00 to 8:30 - preparation and departure from restaurant to resort "Gromilice"

8:30 to 10:00 - hiking with breaks at the appointed places in villages and forests

10:00 to 10:30. - Arrival at the resort "Gromilice"

10:30 to 13:00. - Sightseeing of the landscape, sport - recreational activities, the use of terrace,
tour of the ethnic collection

13:00 - lunch prepared of traditional foods and drinks at the resort "Gromilice"

14:30 to 17:00 - additional activities as desired by tourists, the performances by the folklore
organizations, competitions in the traditional rural games, and awards for the most successful
competitors - souvenirs

17:00 - return to the restaurant-motel "California"

The arrangement is especially suitable for: domestic and foreign tourists because of the
recreational facilities offered and the perfect place for children, youth, recreational enthusiasts
and mountain climbers
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Max. number of participants / visitors by arrangement: 30-50

Individual price per participant: 50,00 BAM

Discounts: For greater groups of tourists there is a possibility of a discount

PRICE INCLUDES:

-

Breakfast at the restaurant

Refreshments during the hike to the resort, or if you are going by bus, the price includes
the transport

-

Lunch at the resort with drinks

-

The use of cultural and recreational facilities at the resort
- If accommodation is necessary, the cost will be added to the price of the package

Contact for further information about the reservation of this arrangement:
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RESTAURANT - Motel "California"

ADDRESS: Brankovici bb, 72230 Žepče, Bosnia and Herzegovina

TEL / FAX: + +387 (0) 32 896 101

Mobile: + +387 (0) 63 358 236

Website: http://www.restorancalifornia.com

Email: info@restorancalifornia.com

or

Association "SLOW TOURISM" Bosnia and Herzegovina

Address: Street Prva bb, 72230 Žepče

TEL / FAX: +387 (0) 32 880 273

EMAIL: info@slowtourismclub-bih.org ; sporiturizambih@gmail.com
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